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Adamance Range
707436 Adamance Apple Puree 4x1kg 
Apples grown using agro-ecology techniques from Montreuil-sur-Maine, Maine-et-
Loire which is France’s top apple-growing region because of its terroir and climate.

707437 Adamance Apricot Puree 4x1kg  
Fresh, tangy apricot purée from the Vallée du Rhône, France. There, the soil is low 
in sand and the climate is perfect for apricots.

707438 Adamance Blackcurrant Puree 4x1kg  
Blackdown and Andorine blackcurrants from Burgundy make this purée. A historic 
blackcurrant-producing region, where local climate has the cold winters that are 
needed for this Nordic fruit.

707439 Adamance Blueberry Puree 4x1kg  
Estonian wild blueberries. Delicate, subtle blueberry purée. A rich texture and subtle 
acidity with the sweet and delicate aromas of wild blueberries.

707440 Adamance Coconut Puree 4x1kg  
Creamy, delicious coconut cream purée from Sri Lanka. Enslaving and mistreating 
monkeys is a serious problem in parts of Southeast Asia. Adamance has chosen a 
partner who guarantees that no monkeys are exploited to harvest their coconuts.

707441 Adamance Lemon Puree 4x1kg  
Lemons from Syracuse Italy. Lemons have been grown on the Campisi’s farm for 
400 years. The sun-soaked Mediterranean climate and the rich volcanic soil makes 
this terroir perfect for citrus fruit.   

707442 Adamance Lime Puree 4x1kg  
A powerful and floral lime purée from Mexican limes. An intense fragrance with a 
slight bitterness that reveals of the richness of the Persian Lime. 

707443 Adamance Mango Puree 4x1kg  
Alphonso and Kesar Mango’s that can be traced from India. Blending two varieties 
gives a silky texture with delicious, rounded notes from the Alphonso and complexity 
from the spiced flavor profile of the Kesar.

707444 Adamance Passion Fruit Puree 4x1kg  
Adamance passion fruits grow in eastern Dominican Republic, a humid land with 
a warm climate reminiscent of tropical monsoons. It is the perfect environment for 
growing passion fruit vines.

707445 Adamance Pear Puree 4x1kg  
Green Williams Pears from the Vallée du Rhône, they have a delicious, sweet flavour 
profile and retain their aromatic profile even when pureed. 

707446 Adamance Raspberry Puree 4x1kg  
Serbian Meeker raspberries are famous all around the world for their quality. They 
are grown using traditional techniques, at between 600 and 800 metres of altitude, 
in a sunny, continental climate with cool nights that allow their aromas to develop.

707447 Adamance Strawberry Puree 4x1kg  
Charlotte & Magnum strawberries from the Vallée du Rhône, France. Made when 
the fruit is ripe, to capture the woody, musky aromas of the Charlotte enhanced by 
the indulgence of the Magnum.

707448 Adamance White Peach Puree 4x1kg  
Peaches from Plateau des Costières, France. Peach trees need soil with good drainage. 
That is why Plateau des Costières is ideal, with clay loam soil, pebbles and sand. In 
Beaucaire, peaches grow under the Gard region’s sun, in an area that used to be 
garrigue. This means the soil is rich in organic material that feeds the peach trees.

Fruit purées free from added sugar and additives for ethical creators.
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